REVOLUTIONARY NEW CIGARETTE PRODUCT

- Biggest change in cigarette design since the filter.
- Unique new technology that provides taste and satisfaction without burning tobacco.
- Controlled heat source produces a thermally generated aerosol.
- Consumer smokes it like a conventional cigarette.

CONSTRUCTION

- Same overall physical appearance as conventional cigarette.

PRODUCT CONTAINS:
- Carbon fuel cell surrounded with glass fiber
- Aluminum capsule with substrate material
- Substrate material impregnated with glycerol and flavorings
- Tobacco jacket around fuel capsule
- Cooling passage
- Filter
**SPA VS. TRADITIONAL CIGARETTE**

**SPA AEROSOL**

- **Glycerol** - Long History of Multiple Uses
- **Other** - Added Flavors
  - Natural Tobacco Flavors
  - F/S Binder Products

**FFLT CIGARETTE**

- **Tar** - Tobacco Pyrolysis and Combustion Products
  - Natural Tobacco Flavors
  - Added Flavor

---

**LESS THAN 250 COMPOUNDS**

- Comprehensively Chemically Characterized
- Particulate Matter Noncontroversial
  - Disease as Delivered (Exc. Nicotine)
- Nicotine
- CO
- "Non-Mutagenic"

**10,000+ COMPOUNDS (REPORTED)**

- Many Identified
- Many Remain Unidentified
- Some Reported to Cause
  - Nicotine
  - CO
  - "Mutagenic"

---

**SPA CONTAINS "TAR" AS MEASURED BY FTC:**

SPA

"9 +/- mg Product"

- 6 mg Glycerol
- 1 mg H₂O
- 1 mg:
  - Added Flavors
  - Natural Tobacco Flavors (VOLATILIZED)
  - Fuel Source Binder (PYROLIZED)
- 1 mg:
  - Unidentified (Glycerol or Flavors)

**TRADITIONAL CIGARETTE**

"9 mg Product"

- 2 mg Glycerol
- 7 mg By-Products of Tobacco
  - Combustion and Many Chemical Compounds Identified and Unidentified
- Less Than 1 mg:
  - Added Flavors (VOLATILIZED, PYROLIZED)
PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- **Scientists and the Medical Community have alleged that cigarettes cause disease. Consumers perceive that cigarettes are harmful. In response to these perceptions SPA was created.**

- **The products of incomplete tobacco combustion (burning tobacco) are alleged to represent primary focus of smoking and health controversy given:**
  - Chemical complexity of tobacco combustion by-products.
  - A number of identified compounds alleged to cause disease.
  - Many compounds released are unidentified.

- **SPA is a technological breakthrough.**
  - Carbon fuel cell produces a warm aerosol that passes through natural tobaccos and tobacco flavors.
  - Rich tobacco flavor and aroma come through.
  - However, since SPA's revolutionary new smoking system does not burn tobacco, there are no constituents produced as a consequence of the incomplete combustion of tobacco that are alleged in traditional cigarette products to cause disease or contribute to disease causation in humans.

- **Further, traditional cigarette smoke condensate is alleged to cause "adverse biological activity."**
  - "Adverse biological activity" believed to cause disease by many scientists.
  - SPA has **no** adverse biological activity.

- **Principal form of "adverse biological activity" associated with disease causation in cigarettes is "mutagenicity."**
  - Traditional cigarettes are "mutagenic."
  - SPA has **no** "mutagenicity."
PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- **Further, SPA’s smoke aerosol is relatively simple.**
  - Contains less than 250 compounds (most of which are natural or added flavors.)
  - Other than CO and nicotine, all of the chemical components as delivered will be noncontroversial from standpoint of scientific/medical community.
  - “Cleanliness” of SPA “smoke” can be demonstrably compared on filter end and in Cambridge Pad.

- **CO and nicotine are controversial from a medical and scientific standpoint and viewed to be secondary in the smoking and health controversy.**
  - Products of burning tobacco -- 75-80% of controversy
  - CO and nicotine -- 20-25% of controversy

- **SPA will contain CO and nicotine:**
  - At levels equal to low tar cigarettes.
  - CO and nicotine will be addressed in testing protocol and more balanced understanding of these secondary issues will be obtained.
  - Given controversial nature of CO/nicotine, SPA will carry Surgeon General warnings and nicotine will be reported in the same manner as required for traditional cigarettes.

- **Smokers will have a new choice in selecting their smoking products.**

Those concerned about the controversy associated with traditional cigarettes will be able to choose SPA—a product that is not mutagenic, produces no "adverse biological activity," and delivers full smoking satisfaction without burning tobacco.
PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Given inhaled smoke as delivered is noncontroversial from a medical and scientific standpoint, exhaled smoke is similarly noncontroversial (passive smoke issue).

- No sidestream tobacco smoke.

- Low ignition propensity.

- No staining.

- Reduced objectionable odor.

- No ash.
COMMENT ABOUT SCIENTIFIC TESTING AND SUPPORT

- How do we know our scientific facts are accurate and will support product claims?
  - Extensive and comprehensive biological testing.
  - Tests conducted by highly regarded independent testing laboratories.
  - Smoke chemistry comprehensively characterized and confirmed by independent scientific consultants.
  - Standards based on scientifically accepted methodologies.

- In any testing protocol question of what is "0" or what is "None" is a matter of scientific definition.

- It may be possible to increase the testing sensitivity to unrealistic levels and to identify the presence of one or more controversial chemicals at biologically insignificant levels in any environment (even in air).

- However, it is believed that testing protocol will confirm stated benefit statements reviewed, importantly the statement of no "adverse biological activity" (e.g., no mutagenicity) and provide support which is "beyond a reasonable doubt" to reasonable and objective scientists and in accordance with acceptable methodology established within the scientific community.
PUBLIC RELATIONS/PUBLIC AFFAIRS

LARGE PART OF COMMUNICATION EFFORT

OBJECTIVES

- Communicate, to each identified constituency:
  - The existence of the new product.
  - Product's performance characteristics and the consumer perceptions addressed.
  - The rationale and support for the performance claims, targeted in terms of each constituencies' interest.

- To encourage each constituency to view the product as a positive development on the part of RJRT to respond to public perceptions about cigarette products and to encourage favorable reaction to the product.

CONSTITUENCIES

- Federal Agencies:  - FTC
  - FDA/HHS
  - OMB

- Scientific/Medical Community

- News/Communication Media

- Tobacco State Federal Legislators

- Key Non-Tobacco State Federal Legislators

- Tobacco Growers/Warehousemen

- Financial Community

- Restaurant/Business Owners

- Fireman's Associations
STRATEGIES

- FEDERAL AGENCIES (RJRT LAW DEPARTMENT):

  Privileged Material Redacted

- THE SCIENTIFIC/MEDICAL COMMUNITY:

  COMMUNICATE THE APPROPRIATE SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND TO THE
  SCIENTIFIC/MEDICAL COMMUNITY, INCLUDING THE CHEMICAL COM-
 POSITION OF THE MAINSTREAM AEROSOL, THE VERY LOW NUMBER OF
  CHEMICAL SPECIES WHICH APPEAR IN THE AEROSOL, AS WELL AS
  ITS ESSENTIALLY NON-EXISTENT MUTAGENIC POTENTIAL, IN ORDER
  TO GENERATE FAVORABLE REACTIONS AND ELICIT SUPPORT FOR
  INTRODUCTION.
STRATEGIES

- **News/Communication Media:**
  
  *Anticipate the kind of information the media will want to have about the product, and broadly disseminate the information on a timely basis in order to generate news and hence coverage on the introduction of SPA, in order to reach the maximum number of people with our message and to generate favorable impressions of the product.*

- **Tobacco State Federal Legislators:**
  
  *The introduction of SPA will be presented to tobacco state legislators as a positive development for growers and the industry.*

- **Key Non-Tobacco State Federal Legislators:**
  
  *Informally contact key committee members and present the SPA program details. A thorough understanding of the program should result in neutralizing possible unfavorable political pressure, and may even result in support.*

- **Tobacco Growers/Warehousemen:**
  
  *Present the introduction of SPA to growers and warehousemen as a positive development for long-term future of the industry rather than a short-term threat to their ability to sell tobacco. Because it addresses some of the perceived concerns, it can halt the present downward trend in cigarette consumption and tobacco use and can therefore sustain the use of tobacco for an indefinite period.*
STRATEGIES

- Financial Community:
  - Provide key tobacco analysts with appropriate information that properly positions the product within RJR family of products.

- Other Constituencies:
  - Insure that various constituencies which should have an interest in specific product characteristics are made aware of the product so they might take the opportunity to comment favorably on it.